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Anarchy online nano technician guide

Content[show] Name ModSkillComments NumberBody DevelopmentComment. NumberNano PoolComment. Name ModSkillComments multiplier IPMartial ArtsComment. IP xBrawlingComment. IP xDimachComment. IP xRiposteComment. IP xAdventuringComment. IP xSwimmingComment. No nano-technician who will
be recomplaced will ever be found with a gun in his hand. All weapons skills are difficult for nanotechnology, and by level 25, there is nothing you can carry that matches the power of your nuclear programs. In the early stages of your career, it may be helpful to supplement novice weapons, but they have no skill
requirements. Do not develop any melee skills. Name ModSkillComments IP multiplier1h Blunt Comments. IP x1h Edged Comment IP xPiercingComment. IP x 2h Blunt Comment. IP x2h EdgedComment. IP vs. Melee Energy Comment. IP x Parry Comment. IP x Sneak Attack Comment IP x Multiple Melee Comment IP
x Fast Attack Comment Misc. Weapons Edit Nano-technicians still don't use weapons, even bizarre ones like these. Ignore all these skills. ModSkill nameComments IP modifierSharp ObjComment IP modGrenadeComment IP modHeavy WeaponsComment Ranged Edit No, really. NO WEAPONS! No! No! Bad nano-
technician! No gun! Nuke! Actually, there's an exception to that. There are several polishing pistols out there that will increase useful skills like Intelligence and computational literacy. Common examples include the O.E.T. Co. line or the Galahad Inc T70 series. It may be worth developing some skill with pistols so you
can use them. ModSkill name Comments IP Mod Bow Comment IP Mod Pistol Comment IP Mod Rifle Comment IP mod Machine Gun /Submachine Gun/Submachine Gun Comment IP Shotgun Comment IP Mod Comment IP Mod Ranged Energy Comment IP Mod Flingshot Comment IP mod Mirar Ip Mod Comment IP
Mod Full Auto Comment IP Mod Special Attack IP Mod Multi-Ranged Comment Speed Edit ModSkill nameComments IP modifier so you don't need to be fast with them. Ignore. Ip modification initiative You also do not use weapons. Ignore. IP physical initiative mod AND NO, you don't hit people with your FISTS! Ignore.
IP mod Nano Initiative Ooooh! Now, this, you max. Do it high enough, and it will only take a moment to kill your opponents. You'll still have to wait for your nano to recharge, but you can run away while you're doing that part. IP Modifier Dodge Ranged Useful. Increase it at least a little, or enemies will hit you with criticism
all the time. EVADIR IP modifier fights close even though Dodge Ranged. You can say, I'll never let anyone near me anyway, so I don't need that ability. You'd be wrong. Explosions of ducks IP modifier Even though Dodge Ranged again. You can go without much of it, you are in Rubi-Ka, but in the Shadowlands
MUITOs of the critters fire explosion Attacks. Ip Modifier Nano Resist a total need for PvP, or to go to the Shadowlands. IP Modifier Run Speed Max this. One of the primary tactics of a nano-technician is to bomb and flee. This is the part about running away. Commercial and Repair Edit ModSkill nameComments IP
multiplier ip Mechanical Engineering Comments IP Engineering Electrical Comments IP Multiplier Quantum FT Comments MODIFIER IP Weapon Smithing Comments IP Comments Comments IP Mod Nano Programming Ip Mod Literacy Computer comments IP mod Psychology Comments IP Mod Chemistry Mod
Tutorial Increase this to 1000 if you are a trader, basically this skill is exclusively for the use of Tutorial Devices. 1000 skill allows the use of QL 200 tutoring devices. There are no bonuses for having more than the skill required. Nano and Aiding Edit ModSkill nameCOMMENTS IP Modifier Matter Metamorfosis This ability
is used by the crucial Notum Harvester line of nano, as well as nano cost reducers and range increases. Max that skill. Biological metamorphosis of the IP modifier This ability is used only by The Fortifications of The Weaken, absorbs shields and intelligence/psychic buffs. Good, but not crucial. Psychological modification
of the IP modifier Used by int/psychic buffs, cost nano reducers, calms, blinds and a small number of nuclear warheads. Useful. Creating ip matter mod This ability is essential to launch nuclear bombs and cause nano damage. Max this. Use implants to boost it. Get skill buffs from friendly meta-physicists to increase it.
Find all the items you can that improve and use them. That skill is your life. IP Mod Time and Space This ability is required for notum harvester nanos, and for nano-reload kits. Max this, or you'll run out of nano before the bad guys run out of health. Sensory enhancement IP Mod Used by blinds, calmand nano reducers.
Useful. IP First Aid Mod Everyone needs first aid unless you have a doctor on a leash. ModEverevers IP treatment needs to maximize treatment even if you have a doc on a leash. It's used to put implants, for nano refill kits. Oh, right, and also for sitting health kits. Spying Edit ModSkill nameComments IP Modifier
Correction Comments IP mod Breaking and Entering Comments IP Mod Trap Disarmament Comments IP Mod Perception Comments Edit ModSkill nameComments IP Modifier Vehicle Air Comments IP Mod Vehicle Ground Comments IP Mod Vehicle Water Comments IP Mod Map Navigation Comments. This ability
cannot be reset. AOItems is a community management project that has been funded by advertisements in the past. Now we get rid of ads - and therefore we need your help to keep the site running! track will be unbanded in 2021. For more information, check out our patreon page. NT Cyberdeck Nukes
QLNCULVLMMBMPMMCTSSI Izgimmer's DoubleTarget will be hit twice by 3000 - 5750 points... 22022022240 Izgimmer Triple The target will be reached three times 2500 - 5000... 2202022240 Triple The Goal will be reached three times by 3500 - 5750... 2192192191945 The Target of The Weaken will be reached
twice by 3166 - 5076 points... 2142142141945 Jobe DoubleTarget will be hit twice by 2475 - 4125 points... 2002002001308 Jobe TripleThe goal will be reached three times by 2240 - 4000... 2002002001308 Notum DoubleTarget will be hit twice by 1663 - 2771 points... 1651651651115 Notum TripleTarget will be hit
three times by 1274 - 2156... 1651651651115 Earthshattering DoubleThe target will be hit twice by 861 - 1434 points... 120120120825 Earthshattering TripleThe target will be hit three times by 718 - 1230 ... 120120120825 Double ExplosiveThe target will be hit twice by 417 - 696 points ... 757575563 Triple ExplosiveThe
target will be hit three times by 445 - 742 p... 757575563 Freezing Lancets (SL) (Inf G)An ice blizzard shoots from the nano-techn... 197751094 Izgimmer's Ultimatum (SL) (Pand)Hits the target with a radiation beam, inflic... 220552202046 The Cataclysm (SL) of Izgimmer (Pand)hits the target with a radiation ray, inflic...
219552192001 Izgimmer's Gelid Caress (SL) (Pand)Attacks the target with a cold ray, inflicting ... 218552181957 Izgimmer Malignant Declaration (SL) (Pand)Hits the target with a poison beam, inflicting... 217542171912 Izgimmer's Inferno (SL) (Pand)Attacks the target with a lightning bolt of fire, inflicting ...
216542161867 Izgimmer Corrosive Tear (SL) hits the target with a range of chemicals, inflic... 215542151822 Izgimmer's Quasar Flicker (SL) (Pand)Hits the target with a ray of energy, inflicting... 214542141777 Constant Dam (SL) (Pand)An energy dam launches the target, inflicting 2... 21321317001700 Overwhelming
Storm (SL) (Inf S)An energy storm launches the target, inflicting 157... 2020212501250 Incessant Flurry (SL) (Pen G)A flood of energy launches the target, inflicting 77... 143143950950 Distracting Shower (SL) (Ado G)A rain of energy launches the target, inflicting 45... 101101700700 Izgimmer Contagion (SL) (Pand) hits
the target with a radiation beam, inflic... 213532131733 Izgimmer's Celestial Implosion (SL) (Pand)Hits the target with a radiation beam, inflic... 212532121688 Izgimmer's Defilement of Being (SL) (Pand)Attacks the target with a poison beam, inflicting... 21153211643 Izgimmer Positronic Annihilation (SL) (Inf S, Pand)Hits
the target with a radiation beam, inflic... 209522091554 Izgimmer's Interstellar Chill (SL) (Inf S, Pand)Hits the target with a cold ray, inflicting ... 207522071464 Izgimmer's Infinite Slicer (SL) (Inf S, Pand)Hits the target with a radius of pain, inflicting ... 205512051375 Izgimmer's Celestial Fury (SL) (Inf S)Attacks the target
with a cold ray, inflicting ... 203512031285 Izgimmer's Frosty Welcome (SL) (Inf S)Hits the target with a cold radius, ... 201502011196 Second Law Relentlessness (SL) (Inf G)Hits the target with a radiation ray, inflic... 197491951141 The Final Destroyer (SL) (Inf G) hits the target with a radiation beam, inflic...
185461851103 Pira Touch (SL) (Pen S)Hits the target with a lightning bolt of fire, inflicting ... 173431651054 Biomolecular Corrosion (SL) (Pen S)Hits the target with a radius of chemicals, inflic... 161401551003 Entropy Advance (SL) (G Pen)Hits the target with a radiation ray, inflic... 15639155986 Weaken's Glacial
Encasement (SL) (Pen G)Attacks the target with a cold radius, inflicting ... 14937145966 Creepy Presence (SL) (G Pen)Hits the target with a cold ray, inflicting ... 14737145960 Slithering Flames (SL) (Ado S)Hits the target with a lightning bolt of fire, inflicting ... 13835135931 Pestilential Stream (SL) (Ado S)Attacks the
target with a poison beam, inflicting... 13734135928 Acid Droplets (SL) (Ado S)Hits the target with a radius of chemicals, inflic... 12932125901 Weaken's Blistering Blast (SL) (Ado S)Hits the target with a radius of chemicals, inflic... 12531125886 The Secret of the Spider (SL) (Ado S)Hits the target with a poison beam,
inflicting... 12030100846 Searing Dioxin Shower (SL) (Ado G)Hits the target with a radius of chemicals, inflic... 11128100774 Combustion Wrap (SL) (Ado G)Hits the target with a lightning bolt of fire, inflicting ... 10226100702 Blood of Hephaes (SL) (Ado G)Hits the target with a ray of fire, inflicting ... 10025100688 Ariu's
Neutron Annihilator (SL) (Sch S)Attacks the target with a radiation ray, inflic... 952475644 Conator's Collapsing Hadron String (SL) (Sch S)Hits the target with a radiation beam, inflic... 932375626 Positronic Flotation (SL) (Sch S)Hits the target with a ray of energy, inflicting... 842175565 Ziana's Energy Wave (SL) (Sch
S)Attacks the target with a ray of energy, inflicting... 8321755559 Star Pulse (SL) (Sch G)Attacks the target with a radiation ray, inflic... 751975515 Vital Corruptor (SL) (Sch G)Attacks the target with a poison beam, inflicting... 751975515 Caring Needle (SL) (Sch G)Attacks the target with a poison beam, inflicting...
601550401 Chilled Touch (SL) (Ely S)Hits the target with a lightning bolt of fire, inflicting ... 551450360 Spark Shower (SL) (Ely S)Hits the target with a ray of energy, inflicting... 501350320 NT Nukes QLNCULVLMMBMPCTSSI Izgimmer's Last WordAttems to totally destroy the target by inflicting... 212671000
Dimensional Inversion LocalizedThe fabric of the space around the target is distorted... 18958871 Tomb HeatHeat is sucked out of the target, freezing it ... 18958868 Electrification A massive electrical explosion shocks the target by 1.0... 18557850 Full body acid coating Covers every inch of the target with burnt acid,...
18557862 Izgimmer's Little NukeSets off a small explosion that causes 2.8... 18557862 Molecular Deconstruction Anobots disassemble the target's body, sweatshirt... 18557856 Burned BonesTarget bones are warm white, inflated... 18256845 Izgimmer's Enveloping FlameHorribly burns the target, inflicting 2,249-3,074
... 18256847 Quark CollapseCollapses quarks around the target, buffeting it w... 18256836 Power SurgeThe air here comes with energy like waves in... 197552001 Largest Viral AttackThe target suffers 988-2,382 poisonous base points... 17955833 Stinging Missile SwarmMultiple small stinger missiles hit the target...
17955821 Massive Storm Cascade Lightning strikes target, inflates... 17554807 Glacial PurposeThe target suffers from 1,189-2,695 cold base points... 17554811 Great Searing StreamA Flow of Searing Chemicals Hits The Target, ... 17253789 Superior Evil DevourerTarget suffers 912-2157 poison points... 17253795
Gravitational AnomalyThe space around the target is bent and distorted, in... 16952781 Annihilating Hadron StringThe target is whipped with a stream of annihilation... 16551772 Compacted neutron missilesA small but massive missile hits the target,... 16551760 Flechettes MolecularesA swarm of molecule-sized
flechettes reaches the t... 16551766 Resonance BlastSends a radiation wave on the target, inflict... 200501951047 Feroz Impactor MissileA small missile hits the target by 528-1,057 p... 16250747 Internal CombustionIgnite target body fat, causing 894-19... 16250751 Sudden AfflictionThe target suffers 836-1,889 base
poison points... 16250757 CandycaneThe target is hit with a chaotic maelstrom of e... 195491951032 Atomic CollapsesCollapses atoms around the target, bathing ... 15949732 Linear AccelerationsAscelera a small platoon to a significant fracti... 15949738 Searing StreamA flow of searing chemicals hits the target, inf...
15949743 Plague corruption a flow of corrosive acid that bu... 190481851018 Driving StreamBolts of Electricity Hit the Target, Inflicting... 15648724 FrostEncases the target head on a free ball... 15648717 StargaspStra the target with an explosion of energy, inflicts... 15648728 Searing CircleThe target is surrounded by a
circle of flames, wh... 15247706 Solar WindHits the target with a radiation blast, inflict ... 15247713 Collapsed Hadron stringsThe target is attacked with a collapse beam had... 14946687 The increase in flame produces the target for 344-881 fire points-... 14946694 Evil DevourerThe target is attacked by 605-1,446 poi...
14946696 Major Chemical BurnChemicals severely burn the target by 559-1,333 p... 14645678 Coherent flow of coherent postitrons from energized pósitron eyelashes... 14244663 Enclosure with BladesThe target is surrounded by a rotating circle of m... 14244663 BlastBurns the target for 324-799 fire-based fire
points... 14244657 Nanoblade CloudA dense nanoblade cloud is sent toward the targ... 14244657 Chaos LightsSwirling energy inflicts 314-767 damage ... 13943639 Large Crystallization RayStrikes the target with a freezing cold radius, in... 13943639 TracerEss Empalation this fast-moving missile inflicts 531-1,225
points... 13943645 Plasma sphere contained plasma sphere A plasma sphere burns the target for 974-2,047 ... 13642633 Metadioxin SprayThe target is sprayed with a terrible chemical genius... 13642627 Coronet of FrostCreates a frozen cold ball around the head ... 13241616 Large Shower with LamaShowers the
target with toxic slat that inflicts... 13241616 Sphere liquefiedCres a sphere of toxic chemicals around tar... 13241609 Greater RNA ReaperRadiation attacks the target RNA wires, i... 12940596 Flare particleThe target is hit by a cascade of... 12940596 Rend FleshTears open wounds on target, inflicting 492-... 12940603
Burning QuartetThe target is hit with four globes of which, which ... 12639584 Toxic SpheresCreate a sphere of toxic chemicals around tar... 12639590 Missile ImpactorA small missile hits target, inflicting ... 123385578 Mefutic IchorO target is attacked with a vicious poison that ... 12338578 Momentum ImpalerA fast-
moving projectile impales the target for 46... 12338572 Particle particlesAreErgized inflict 252-665 ener points... 12338567 Bioacid SprayThe target is sprayed with a powerful bioacid, wh... 11937561 Large Blades Chaos Swirls of microscopic blades cut the canvas... 11937556 Unstable Hadron RopeThe target is
attacked with an unstable hadro beam... 119375550 Focused RayThe target is hit by a focused energy beam, which... 11636544 Micro Flechette SwarmTarget is hit by numerous microscopic flechett... 11636544 Tear FleshTears open wounds on target, inflicting 428-... 11636538 Bane of the LivingAttacks the target with
a poison that inflicts 284... 11335532 Energized CollapseThe target is bombarded with collapsing particles,... 11335519 Vulcan FlechetteA large number of small projectiles have reached the targ... 113355526 Dissolving SphereCreates a sphere of toxic chemicals around tar... 10934506 Minor Frost CoronetA an intense
cold ball around the head the... 10934506 Tri-Ion StreamThe target is hit by an energized partic beam... 10934513 Scattered Nanoblade Cloud A nanoblade cloud is sent toward the target, in... 10633494 Liquefactionsmall parts of the target body are transformed i... 10332480 Molecular Integrity CorruptAMolecular
integrity The target suffers 378-798 poison points based on ... 10332474 Crystalizing RayA ray of freezing cold hits the target, inflict ... 10332480 Furious Wind BladeSlices the for 204-551 base points melee- 10332487 Meson BlastThe BlastThe is struck by a powerful meson ray, which I... 10332487 Condensed fire
bulletThe target is hit by a small ball of fire, inflicting... 9931467 Radioactive CloudBombards the target with radiation, inflicting 244... 9931461 Freezing freezing the target to 186-503 damage points.... 9630452 Ol' FaithfulEse powerful projectile inflicts 594-611 points the... 9630456 Postitron flowThe target is hit by an
accelerated posttro beam... 9630444 Burn From WithinIncinerates target 212-400 fire points-... 9329431 Burning TriumvirateThe target is hit by a trio of burning spheres, infli... 9329435 Weak Gravitational AnomalyThe space around the target is distorted and distorted,... 9028422 Foul BaneStrikes the target with a poison
that inflicts 167... 9028426 Particle showerShowers the target with highly energized particles... 9028414 Blade Chaos Swirls of microscopic blades cut the canvas... 8627410 MK IIA MK IIA MK IIA dense missile hits target, inflicting 155... 8627406 Void WarmthSucks the heat out of the air around the target, i... 8627406
Furious AttackAn explosive attack that inflicts 397-928 points the... 8326394 Major Toxic FieldDecrees a field of toxic chemicals around the targ... 8326390 Fire PlatoonThe small fireball hits the target, inflicting... 8326386 Phosphorus TorchesCovers the target with match stains, which ... 8326386 Lightning
StrikeElectrocutes the target for 259-538 lady points ... 8025378 Convergent Energy BeamStrikes the target with an energy beam that inflates the ... 7624364 Deep chemicals burn the target by 241-508 points... 7624357 Erosion sprayThe target is hit by a jet of toxic chemicals t... 7624364 Radiation Scours the target with
radioactive particles, inflat... 7624364 Arctic WelcomeFreezes the target for 234-484 cold base points... 7323344 Basic Crystallizing RayStrikes the target with a freezing cold radius, in... 7323344 Compacted shock wave A powerful shock wave hits the target, inflicting 4... 7022330 Greater Chilling StreamStrikes the



target with a stream of cold, inflict... 7022337 Invasive Presences Anobots directly attack target cells, ... 7022324 Neutron SpiralProjects a beam of neutrons energized in the targe ... 6621317 Shockwave SlashCrea a powerful but focused shock wave that... 6621311 Viral attacks attack the target's body, inflicting 296-
343... 6621311 RNA ReaperRadiation attacks the target RNA wires, i... 6320297 Stinging Missile Creates a Small Missile That Inflicts 198-411 Poin... 6320297 Dual Ion StreamStrikes the target with an energized part stream... 6019291 ThunderclapThe target is hit by a powerful shock wave that in... 6019291 Burning
OrbHurls a flaming sphere on the target, which inflicts ... 5718265 Hoary SeepDraws the heat of the target, numbing it to 254 ... 5718271 Small BaneHits the Target with a Poison inflicts 97-235... 5718265 Mmiting Missile Mk IIA small missile hits the target, inflicting 99-223... 5718265 Chemical Liquefied WeakBags
sections of the target body in a... 5718278 Energy ProjectileA power screw inflicts 209-448 damage points... 5317258 Nano ContagionNoInobots attack target cells, inflicting... 5317252 Increased Energized BeamThe target is stuck with a beam of energy that inf... 5016246 Glacial AdvanceHurls an ice ball on target that
inflicts 2... 5016237 Isotope DelugeSShowers the target with radioactive isotopes, inflat... 5016246 Plasma Burning Plasma Inflicts 85-212 Damage.... 5016241 Chaotic EntropyLashes the target with a highly unstable beam of e... 4715229 Smaller Enclosure with BladesThe target is surrounded by a rotating circle of m...
4715225 Dense Destiture Missile A small missile hits the target for 70-184 poin... 4314216 Frosty WelcomeHits the target with a blast of frost, inflicting ... 4314207 Thunderous BlowHits the target with a powerful shock wave, inflict ... 4314216 Cell DecayAtthe target cells, inflicting 119-23... 4013195 Minor Bane of the
LivingHits the target with a poison inflicting 68-154... 4013203 Shower with mudShowers the target with a toxic mud that inflic ... 4013191 The scan-and-go bullet hits the target, inflicting... 3712187 Phoenix SwarmLaunches a fire attack inflicting 104-189 poin... 3712175 Toxic FieldCreate a field of toxic chemicals around
the targ... 3712179 Abyssal Flames Burn target for 93-167 damage.... 3311163 Cold flow hits target for 44-133 poi... 3311171 Collapse of Gravity WeakCrese a momentary gravitational collapse near... 3311167 Aggressive MutagenCreate a fast-action poison in the body of the ta... 3010148 Condensed Halon JetA
freezing halon flow hits the target, inflic ... 3010158 Entropy BeamCrea a floating beam of energy that inflicts... 3010158 Poison MissileA fast-action poison inflicts 38-113 dam points... 3010153 Sane Acid ConversionsLess target body are transformed into... 279138 Fire SnakeBurns the target for 38-92 damage points....
279143 Wind BladeSlices the target for 33-95 melee points ... 279133 Accelerated DecayBombards the target with radiation, inflicting 58-... 248114 Accelerated Titanium CapsuleCreate a small titanium peloton which is then a... 248128 Chemical BurnsBone droplets of searing chemicals around the t... 248123 Smiting
Missiles A small missile hits the target, inflicting 38-... 248118 Sudden ChillFreezes the target for 26-79 cold points - 248114 Dual Energized BeamsStreds the target with a beam of energy that inf... 207104 Halon CloudCreates a frozen halon gas cloud around the t... 207104 Deep SlashCuts the target deep, inflicting 44-
69 points of... Micro FlechetteMicroscopic reaches the target, inflic... 17694 LanceFires molecule a small projectile on the target, the tip of... 17689 Hot FootBurns the target for 33-53 damage points.... 14569 Ion StreamA beam of energized particles hits the target, ... 14574 Lower RNA Reaperata target RNA wires with
radiati... 14579Bacterial BacteriaVoracious attack the target, inflicting 4... 10458 Corrosive Spray Triggers a corrosive liquid spray on the target, w... 10458 Minor Toxic FieldDecrees a field of toxic chemicals around the targ... 10464 Acid ProjectionsSprays the target with weak acid, inflicting 24-43 ... 7341 Blade Weak
Chaos Heotic swirls of microscopic blades cut the shaky... 7347 Fire StreamBurns the target for 26-46 damage points.... 7352 Open WoundCuts a deep wound on target, inflicting 16-2... 7341 Energized energy beam hits target by 6-32 points... 4230 Ice FlechetteSmall ice chips freeze the target to 13-17 poi... 115 Little
Toxic BarbThe target is hit by a small poisonous missile... 1119 Weak Missile Smiting A small missile hits the target, inflicting 12-... 1119 NT Grid Armor Nukes QLNCULVLMMBMPMMCTSSI Partial inversion of gridspaceCresuma powerful fluctuation in a region located... 190301851018 Coherent Gridspace
AnomalyCreate a powerful fluctuation in a localized region... 17030165948 Fluctuate GridspaceCreate a powerful fluctuation in a localized region... 14530145868 Gridspace MaelstromCrea a powerful fluctuation in a region located... 12030100770 Gridspace DisruptorCreate a powerful fluctuation in a localized region...
802075494 NT AOE Nukes QLNCULVMMPMMCTSSI Mastablasta's CataclysmAll enemies within 5 meters of the target will be ... 22022022240 The cataclysm enemies of the Weaken within 5 meters of the target will be ... 2142142141945 Jobe CatacllysmEnemies within 5 meters of the target will be ... 2002002001308
Notum CatacllysmAll enemies within 5 meters of the target will be ... 1651651651115 Earthshattering CataclysmEnemies within 5 meters of the target will be ... 120120120825 Catacllysm ExplosiveEnemies within 5 meters of the target will be ... 757575563 Kel's Neutronium PlaythingCauses a huge explosion that inflicts
2,400-3.1... 21266994 Volcanic eruptionEnemies within a wide area are hit by 649-140... 18256836 TremorSinflates 602-1,349 damage on all enemies... 17554818 Blaze of HephaestosIncinerates all enemies in the area by 577-1163 ... 16952775 Frigid Landscape All enemies in the area are hit by 370-1,158 p...
15949740 Isotopes WavesAn expanding ring of the highly energized isotope dam... 14645669 Toxic SpillTosEnemies in the area are splashed with... 13241616 Burst ShardsEnemies in the area are hit by 293-607 points... 12338572 FireCauses Dam 255-519 fire-based damage points for all ... Dense Poisonous
HazeGrows a cloud of short-lived poison that inflic... 10332474 Blade BarrageEnemies in the area are cut to 201-442 points... 9630444 Limited Shard Spray All enemies in the area are hit by flying pieces the... 8326398 Plasma plasma plasma burning plasma hits all enemies in the area for 16... 7624364 Expands neutron
pulseESaende a pulse of radiation that damages all en... 7022330 Circle ScytheSlices all enemies in the area for 127-222 points ... 6019284 Winter CircleFreezes all enemies in the area for 89-199 points ... 5016241 Toxic spills lightToxic splashes toxic on all enemies are not... 3712183 Brief Poison HazeCreta a cloud of
short-lived poison that inflic ... 248128 ShockballEsto explosive sphere of energy inflicts 21-42 poi... 14579 Pulse radiationA strong radiation pulse inflicts 13-26 points ... 4236 Nano-technical line DOT A QLNCULVLMMBMPMMCTSSI Self IlluminationSelf IlluminationSelf Illumination is not really the original name ...
2195220001994 Magma Covering the target with a magma cover, inflicting... 2155218211820 FrostsFreezes the air around the target, creating frost ... 2115216421641 Poisoned ThornsCover the target with poisoned thorns, inflicting... 2055213291328 RestructureEso nano cell will try to restructure the targets...
1955211341134 Eye of LightThe target comes under continuous attack of bolts... 16952783783 Boil BloodEnemies in the area suffer 104 damage points... 15247711711Boil from InsideHeas the area in and around the target, inflicting... 12639590590 Slime CascadeCorrosive covers the target, continuously on...
9329440440 Searing AgonySurrounds the flamed target that continuously... 8025382382 Microblade WhirlwindSurrounds the target with thousands of microscopic... 4715233233 BlightInflicts a poison on the target that continues... 3311171171 Corruption a poison on the target that continues... 423636 Root
QLNCULVLMMBMPMMCTSSI Empowered Atlas Load (Pand)Makes the target unable to move for a brief... 21521518001800 Specialized Atlas Charge (Pand) Makes the target unable to move for a short time... 21521518001800 AtlasRenders load the target unable to move for a short peri ... 18958865865 Empowered
Lead Feet (SL) (Inf S)Makes the target unable to move for a short peri... 20420413501350 Specialized Lead Feet (SL) (Inf S)Makes the target unable to move for a brief... 20420413501350 Feet leadrenders the target unable to move to a short peri ... 16551769769 Gravity Fisle (SL) (Ado S)Makes the target unable to
move for a short peri... 129129900900 Specialized Gravity Attraction (SL) (Ado S)Makes the target unable to move for a short peri... 129129900900 Gravity PullRenders the target unable to move to a short peri ... 14946690690 Empowered Ball and Chain (SL) G)Does the target unable to for a short peri... 106106500500
Ball and Specialized Chain (SL) (Ado G)Makes the target unable to move for a short peri... 106106500500 Ball and ChainRenders the target unable to move to a short peri ... 10633500500 IronRenders feet the target unable to move for a short peri ... 73233550350 Weak Gravity PullRenders the target unable to move to
a short peri ... 4013199199 StoneRenders feet the target unable to move for a short peri ... 1457474 Movement malaiseA switch to local gravity around the target ro ... 1155 Calm QLNCULVLMMBMPMMCTSSI Empowered Peaceful Intentions (SL) (Pand)If successful, the target will not enter combat un...
21521518001800 Specialized Peaceful Intentions (SL) (Pand)If successful, the target will not enter combat with... 21521518001800 Peaceful IntentionsSe to be successful, the target will not go into combat at the UN... 15949734734 Neural StunnerAttem tries to stun the target for a few seconds.... 15247700700
Empowered Discouragement Engagement (SL) (Inf S)If successful, the target will not engage in un... 20420413501350 Specialized Disstimulation Involvement (SL) (Inf S)If successful, the target will not engage in combat unstimulated... 20420413501350 Discourage involvementSE is successful, the target will not go into
combat at the UN... 12940603603 Calm Empowered Project (SL) (Ado S)If successful, the target will not enter combat un... 129129900900 Specialized Project Calm (SL) (Ado S)If successful, the target will not enter combat un... 129129900900 Successful CalmE Project, the target will not enter combat un... 6019284284
Empowered Bewilder (SL) (Ado G)If successful, the target will not enter combat with a... 106106500500 Specialized Descerte (SL) (Ado G)If successful, the target will not enter combat with... 106106500500 BewilderAnd is successful, the target will not enter combat... 3010158158 Weaken's Perception Deciever (SL)
(Pand)They himself received the news that a student had... 211462116431641 Located (SL) (Inf S)The student who first discovered the Weaken's Per... 201462011196196 Weaken's Perceiver (SL) (Inf G)Recently discovered among old programs in Jobe h... 1804719899989 Nano cost reduction buffs
QLNCULVLMMBMPCTSSI Recompiler overshadowed by Izgimmer Created by Izgimmer, this piece of Byzantine code ... 17955827827827 Jobe Nano LibraryesLowers nano point costs at 22% intercepting all... 15247708708708 CrunchCom Nano Compressor ProThe CrunchCom Nano Compressor Pro (tm) intercepts
... 12338567567567 On-The-Fly CompressionLowers nano point costs at 13% intercepting all... 7323350350350 CrunchCom Nano CompressorThe CrunchCom Nano Compressor (tm) intercepts all ... 4715233333233 Run-Time RecompilerLowers nano point costs at 9% intercepting all ... 3311163163 CrunchCom Code
SieveThe CrunchCodeWith Sieve (tm) intercepts the nano ... 104646464 Mongo QLNCULVLMMBMPMMCTSSI Forget me! Attempts to remove the aggro from the caster caster M... 2155115411541 Intelligence and psychic buffs QLNCULVLMMBMPMMCTSSI Izgimmer's Hippocampal Augmentor (SL) (Inf S)The caster
gains an 80-point boost to Intellige... 202511951241241 Weaken's Cortex Accelerator (SL) (Pen G)The caster gains a 45-point boost to Intellige... 15038145970970 Neuronal Stimulator (SL) (Ely G)The goal gains a 20-point boost to Intellige... 28725194194 Protection nanos QLNCULVLMMBMPCTSSI Lick of the
PestCovers the target with reactive chemicals, lowerin... 1934618510261026 Absorption layers QLNCULVLMMMMMMMMMSSI Superior Leaky ImmunitySurrounds the target with a defensive screen of small... 2156515411541 Advanced Fleeting ImmunitiesSurrounds the target with a defensive screen of mu ...
19162884884 Fugazes ImmunitiesSurrounds the target with a defensive screen of mu ... 18256839839 Advanced Collapsing BarrierSurrounds the target with a defensive screen of ... 16350749749 Collapsing BarriersSurrounds the target with a defensive screen of mu... 14645681681 Advanced Layered
ProtectionsSurrounds the target with a defensive screen of small... 10733494494 Layered protectionsSSassurrounds the target with a defensive screen of mu... 8025382382 NT Health and AC Buffs QLNCULVLMMBMPCTSSI Izgimmer's MockeryWhen Julius Fraam proclaimed during a lecture th... 18222842842842
Enhanced Fortification of WeakenCreated by nanotechnician Julius Fraam, this... 16621763763763 Increased Fortification of WeakenCreated by nanotechnic Julius Fraam, this... 15618715715715 Glorious Fortifications of WeakenCreated by nanotechnic Julius Weaken, this... 14015639639639 The Supreme Fortification
of WeakenCreated by the nanotechnic Julius Weaken, this... 11312519519519 Weaken's Greater FortificationCriated by nanotechnician Julius Enfraam, this... 9310431431 The Greatest Fortification of WeakenCreated by nanotechnic Julius Weaken, this... 809371371371 Upper Fortifications of WeakenCreated by
nanotechnic Julius Weaken, this... 607291291291 Fortifications of WeakenCreated by nanotechnic Julius Weaken, this... 47622020220 Minor Fortification of WeakenCreated by the nanotechnic Julius Weaken, this... 374179179179 Small Fortifications of WeakenCreated by the nanotechnic Julius Weaken, this...
243123123 Trivial Fortifications of WeakenCreated by nanotechnic Julius Weaken, this... 141696969 Nanobot shields QLNCULVLMMBMPMMCTSSI Nanobot Shielding (SL) (Inf S, Pand)Useful in times of great danger, this nanoformula ... 2104510471047 Nanobot Guard (SL) (Inf S, Pand)Useful in times of great danger,
this nanoformula ... 2104510471047 Superior Nanobot ShelterThe nanobots will work to absorb a serving of att... 2151015411541 Greater Nanobot Shelter (SL) (Ado S)Your nanobots will work to absorb a serving of... 1265598598 Nanobot Shelter (SL) (Ado S)Your nanobots will work to absorb a lot Att... 1264598598
Another nullity sphere QLNCULVLMMBMPCTSSI MK IIGuerra a region of space around the nanotechnic,... 15949742742 Nullity SphereWarps a region of space around the nanotechnic,... 9028418418 Empty Blind Visions QLNCULVLMMBMMPMCTSSI Temporarily blinds the target. While blind, the ... 18958874874
The Shroud of the Tomb blinds the target. While blind, the ... 18256842842 Photon DeflectorTime rarely blinds the target. While blind, the ... 17253803803 Foul EyeblighterTemporarily blinds the target. While blind, the ... 16250754754 Brutal corneal attackTime rarely blinds the target. While blind, the ... 15949730730
Eviscerate EyesTemporarily blinds the target. While blind, the ... 15247702702 EyeblighterTemporarily blinds the target. While blind, the ... 13943651651 Pronouncement BlindnessTime rarely blinds the target. While blind, the ... 11937556556 Cornea AttackTemporarly blinds the target. While blind, the ... 9630448448
Smaller EyeblighterTemporarily blinds the target. While blind, the ... 8627402402 Dark ShroudTime rarely blinds the target. While blind, the ... 6621317317 Legions of eyeblighter temporarily blinds all enemies in the area. While... 16250745745 Curtain of DarknessTemporarily blinds the target. While blind, the ...
4715229229 The Mass Pronouncement BlindTime rarely blinds all enemies of the area. While... 13241621621 Mass Cornea Attack Temporarily blinds all enemies in the area. While... 10934513513 Gouge EyesTemporarily blinds the target. While blind, the ... 279143143 The surrounding darkness temporarily blinds all
enemies of the area. While... 5718271271 Wild Eye GougerTime rarely blinds all enemies of the area. While... 3712175175 Mass Claw EyesTemporarily blinds all enemies of the area. While... 2079999 Claw EyesTime rarely blinds the target. While blind, the ... 734747 Poke EyesTime rarely blinds the target. While blind,
the ... 422525 Speed buffs QLNCULVLMMBMPMMCTSSI Improved Dark Motion Increases All Nano-Techn's Avoidance Skills... 215561641641 Black Movement Increases all target evasion abilities by ... 9028418418 Performer and soldier health fans QLNCULVLMMBMPCTSSI Contain enthusiasmThis nano formula
will cleanse any anger or essence and... 175175800800 Nano Programming Programmers QLNCULVLMMBMPMMCTSSI Living Codex from IzgimmerAs the personal nanoprogramming libraries of Meh... 16642165931931 The Toolkittransfers of the Weaken a copy of the personal programming nano ... 802075494494
Other QLNCULVLMMBMPMMCTSSI KellGathers Kicker the nanotechnician's rage in a tigh... 2020120 Space nanos QLNCULVLMMBMPMMCTSSI Team Fold Time and Space: NewlandThe very fabric of time and space is folded and folded... 16651763763 Team Fold Time and Space: Omni-1The fabric of time and
space itself is folded and folded... 16651763763 Team Doubles Time and Space: Athens WestThe itself of time and space is folded and folded... 16651763763763 Time and Space: NewlandThe fabric of time and space itself is folded and folded... 16350749749 Time and Time Space: Omni-1The fabric of time and space
itself is folded and folded... 16350749749 Time and Space: Western AthensThe very fabric of time and space is folded and folded... 16350749749 Team Fold Time and Space: BorealisThe very fabric of time and space is folded and folded... 1594973673736 Time Fold Time And Space: RomeThe very fabric of time and
space is folded and folded... 1594973673736 Team Fold Time and Space: TirO own fabric of time and space is folded and folded... 1594973673736 Time and Space: BorealThe very fabric of time and space is folded and folded... 15648719719 Time and Space: RomeThe very fabric of time and space is folded and
folded... 15648719719 Time and Space of Time: TirO own fabric of time and space is folded and folded... 15648719719 Restrictions SunderWhen run, this nano program shortens the hard... 18045175989989 Izgimmer's Transposed RestraintsThrough this nano program, the nanotechnician is a... 16140155912912 Rend
RestrictionsWhen run, this nano program shortens the hard... 13935135850850 Team Warp Time and Space: NewlandThe very fabric of time and space is folded and fold... 11335526526 Team Warp Time and Space: Omni-1The fabric of time and space itself is folded and folded... 11335526526 Team Warp Time and
Space: Western AthensThe very fabric of time and space is folded and folded... 11335526526 Warp Time and Space: NewlandThe very fabric of time and space is folded and fold... 10332526526526 Warp Time and Space: Omni-1The fabric of time and space itself is folded and fold... 103325265265526 Bending time
and space: Athens WestThe very fabric of time and space is folded and fold... 103325265265526 Team Warp Time and Space: BorealisThe very fabric of time and space is folded and folded... 9730448448 Team Warp Time and Space: RomeThe very fabric of time and space is folded and folded... 97304448448 Team
Warp Time and Space: TirO own fabric of time and space is folded and fold... 9730448448 Doubles Time and Space: BorealThe very fabric of time and space is folded and folded... 8727410410410 Bending Time and Space: RomeThe fabric of time and space itself is folded and folded... 8727410410410 Warp Time and
Space: TirO own fabric of time and space is folded and folded... 8727410410410 Weaken's Inverted RestrainerThr through this nano program, the nanotechnician is a... 932375570570 Tear RestrictionsWhen run, this nano program shortens the hard... 681750427427 Nano delta (NT) buffs QLNCULVLMMBMPMMCTSSI
Personal Notum HarvesterRuby-Ka Air is a Source of Notum for T... 16952786786 Unlimited Moisture ExtractorRuby-Ka air itself is a Source of Notum for T... 14946684684 Moisture Extractor Ruby-Ka air itself is a source of Notum for t... 9931467467 Efficient Efficient ExtractorRubi-Ka air is a source of Notum for t...
8025371371 Moisture ExtractorRuby-Ka air itself is a Source of Notum for T... 401319191 Basic Moisture ExtractorRuby-Ka air itself is a Source of Notum for T... 1768989 Rudimentary Moisture ExtractorRuby-Ka air itself is a source of Notum for t... 111919 Nano range buffs QLNCULVLMMBMPMMCTSSI Notum
OverloadInfuses the nano cloud with extra Notum, which inc... 17554816816816 Nano Cloud SupplementInfuses the nano cloud with extra Notum, which inc... 14946698698 Superior Nano CommandInases reach all nano formulas at 67%.... 93294404404440 Cohesion Amplifier Increases the range of all nano formulas
by 57%.... 6320304304304 Coherent Nano Pathway Increases the range of all nano formulas by 50%.... 4013203203 Enhance Nano CohesionInases range all nano formulas at 42%.... 207109109109 Enhance Nano CommunicationInacrese the range of all nano formulas in 36%.... 42303030 Other
QLNCULVLMMBMPMMCTSSI Izgimmer's WealthWhen representative ips trader Tanius Corbin d... 21525154218201820 Check against my nanos [+] [+]
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